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 Political Developments 

1. Deputy Interior Minister says law enforcement will “prevent violence” after right-wing 

organisers call for disruption of Tbilisi Pride Week 

On June 2, Deputy Interior Minister Aleksandre Darakhveidze said that police would prevent violence “in 

accordance with rules established by law” during the event, adding the Ministry had received information 

on the plans of the Pride Week organisers and would ensure safety of “all individuals who have the right 

of assembly and expression under law.” (Agenda.ge, June 2, 2022) 

2. Lawyer says verdict against Nika Gvaramia is not substantiated 

On June 2, Dimitri Sadzaglishvili, the lawyer of Nika Gvaramia said that judge Lasha Chkhikvadze has not 

substantiated the verdict. 

As Sadzaglishvili told InterPressNews, they received the verdict in writing two days ago. According to the 

lawyer, the specific arguments as to why Nika Gvaramia was found guilty are not specified in the verdict 

(ipn.ge, June 2, 2022). 

3. Verdict against the Chief of Critical Mtavari TV Unfounded - GYLA 
The Georgian Young Lawyers’ Association (GYLA), a local watchdog, said today that the ruling against 
government-critical Mtavari Arkhi TV Chief Nika Gvaramia — sentenced to 3.5 years on May 16 — is 
“unfounded,” after carrying out a comprehensive review of the reasoned verdict. The watchdog added 
that evidence in the case also shows that there were no “elements of crime” in Gvaramia’s actions 
(June 3, 2022, GYLA.ge, Civil.ge) 

4. President on Forthcoming Legal Dispute with Government 

In an extended interview with Palitranews TV on June 2, Georgian President Salome Zurabishvili 
addressed the forthcoming competence dispute with the Georgian Dream Government, as well as the 
authorities’ stance on the war in Ukraine and controversial rhetoric on sanctions against Russia. The 
President went into detail about the Georgian Dream party’s claims that she had violated the 
Constitution by making an unauthorized trip to Paris and Brussels on February 28-March 1, and by 
refusing to sign off on several diplomatic appointments over the past year. Recalling she made the 
informal visit after the Government refused to approve the official working trip, President Zurabishvili 
argued that the refusal appeared to be “one-off, but in a crucial moment.” The President pointed out 
that her trip was followed by Georgia applying for EU membership, adding she thinks that now it is clear 
that “this was a correct and a necessary visit.” As for the alleged denial to greenlight the appointments 
for Georgia’s foreign service, the alleged violation over which the Georgian Dream Government plans 
to launch a competence dispute, President Zurabishvili reiterated her Administration’s previous denial 
of the claim. “A 100% of [the appointment requests] were satisfied,” she stressed. But “it would be very 
good” if the Constitutional Court separates some competencies of the President and the Government 
and makes clarifications, she added. Overall, President Zurabishvili refused to make any other 
comments to the growing criticism she faces from the GD, the party that had backed her bid for the 
presidency in 2018 (June 3, 2022, Palitra TV, Civil.ge). 

5. Georgian Govt Sues President Over Ambassadorial Appointments 

On June 6, The Georgian Dream Government announced it had filed a lawsuit in the Constitutional Court 

regarding the separation of powers with President Salome Zurabishvili over the ambassadorial 

(non)appointments. 

“The Government of Georgia considers that the rejection of the nominations by the President of Georgia 

for the appointment and dismissal of ambassadors does not constitute its constitutional authority,” the 

announcement alleged. 

The statement said it is the exclusive prerogative of the Government to make decisions on which 

ambassador or head of diplomatic mission will most appropriately serve the interests of the country’s 

effective foreign policy. 

Prior to the move, in mid-April, the GD-led Parliament paved the way for the competence dispute with 

amendments to the Law on Constitutional Court, introducing a provision that would allow any state body 

https://agenda.ge/en/news/2022/2075
https://www.interpressnews.ge/en/article/120137-lawyer-says-verdict-against-nika-gvaramia-is-not-substantiated
https://gyla.ge/ge/post/nika-gvaramias-saqmeze-gamotanil-ganacheni-saias-shefasebit-dausabutebelia
https://civil.ge/archives/494135
https://palitravideo.ge/video/144897-salome-zurabishvilis-pirveli-satelevizio-interviu-erti-clis-shemdeg-pirdapiri-eteri/
https://civil.ge/archives/494073
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to file a competence claim against another at the Court over its “action or inaction.” The previous reading 

primarily permitted a dispute over the compliance of normative acts issued by the defendant (gov.ge, 

June 6, 2022). 

6. Members of Republican Party, Samnidze and Berdzenishvili allegedly attacked near 

Parliament 

On June 6, Two persons allegedly assaulted and verbally abused opposition Republican Party leaders MP 

Khatuna Samnidze and Davit Berdzenishvili nearby the Georgian Parliament building on Rustaveli 

Avenue, Tbilisi’s main thoroughfare. 

Speaking with reporters following the alleged incident, MP Samnidze said the two persons acted 

aggressively, threatened, insulted, and attacked the opposition politicians, and then also chased them 

down. Police detained the two men on the spot, according to MP Samnidze (Formula TV, June 6, 2022). 

7. President Suspects Pro-Russian Activities Orchestrated Against EU Bid 

President Salome Zurabishvili has said that “in the most crucial moments in a country with more than 

80% of the population in favor of EU membership and the European path… it does not make sense for 

the activities of those pro-Russian, violent, homophobic, and anti-European groups to be spontaneous 

and non-orchestrated.” 

“What else should serve in such a planned and successive way [to see] street violence, violence against 

politicians, violence against women politicians, attacks on ambassadors and European principles, calls to 

insult the European symbol?” President Zurabishvili wondered, referring to some of the incidents in Tbilisi 

including attack on the representatives of Republican Party. 

“These are deliberate actions to damage the country’s European path, which do not express the opinion 

of the Georgian people and do not coincide with their European choice.” 

She said these actions were part of a “plan to hinder Georgia on the European integration path, to make 

it appear as an anti-Western and anti-European state through similar provocations.” (President’s 

Facebook, June 6, 2022) 

8. Kobakhidze Says Assaulted Opposition Politicians  are ‘Bolsheviks’ 

On June 7, during parliamentary discussions Georgian Dream party chair and majority leader Irakli 

Kobakhidze issued scathing criticism of brothers Davit and Levan Berdzenishvili, accusing the long-time 

liberal politicians of attacking Georgia’s “national identity.” 

In his speech, the GD whip lumped the Berdzenishvili brothers with the United National Movement, ex-

President Mikheil Saakashvili and European Georgia chair, former UNM official, Giga Bokeria — all of 

whom the liberal politicians have opposed in the past — as “the Bolsheviks of the new age.” 

The GD chair’s remarks come as Davit Berdzenishvili faced an alleged attack and harassment in downtown 

Tbilisi on June 6, supposedly over his brother’s highly controversial remarks about  Erekle II, the 18th-

century king of East Georgian Kartli-Kakheti Kingdom, which drew anger from Georgia’s ultraconservative 

groups and the Orthodox Christian right, among others (Civil.ge, June 7, 2022). 

9. Alt-Right Party Fined Over Undeclared Funds 

On June 6, The Tbilisi City Court has fined the far-right pro-Russian party Conservative Movement, an 

offspring of Alt-Info TV channel owners, GEL 216 thousand (USD 72.8 thousand) for incorrectly declaring 

funds and concealment of non-monetary donations. The Court was approached with the relevant appeal 

by the State Audit Office. 

The State Audit argued party had not declared funds in the amount of GEL 72 thousand. Per Georgian 

legislation and the Court’s ruling delivered on June 3, the party must now pay three times that amount. 

The Audit took issue with the party on two points, including for non-reporting financial turnover for 

December in a 2021 declaration, despite opening offices throughout Georgia that month. 

Secondly, per the Audit, the party had hidden non-cash donations they had received in the form of 

“branded materials and the renovation of regional offices.” (Civil.ge, June 6, 2022) 

10. Guram Palavandishvili and several other persons detained at rally held in front of EU 

delegation office 

https://www.gov.ge/index.php?lang_id=GEO&sec_id=198&info_id=82375
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1975710602635665
https://www.facebook.com/zourabichvilisalome/posts/pfbid02D3gdC2iuxtRk4BXjVHQrm6vJWohZa3xGxZeWdWGi8igtfWxNd6hx89F8DkaPEr7Nl
https://www.facebook.com/zourabichvilisalome/posts/pfbid02D3gdC2iuxtRk4BXjVHQrm6vJWohZa3xGxZeWdWGi8igtfWxNd6hx89F8DkaPEr7Nl
https://civil.ge/archives/494808
https://civil.ge/archives/494470
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On June 6, anti-Western protesters gathered in front of the EU Delegation to Georgia and protested the 

“pressure” from the Europe to accept liberal values by Georgian society. During the demonstration, 

participants of the rally tried to burn the EU flag on the spot. About 10 demonstrators, including Guram 

and Alexandre Palavandishvili (father and son respectively) have been detained due to public unrest 

(ipn.ge, June 6, 2022). 

11. Georgia’s next national census to be held in 2024, include agriculture 

On June 6, Governmental Coordination Commission for Census of Georgia announced that the next 

national census will be held in 20224. The survey will be organised in two years’  time to collect 

information about the country’s demographic composition and socio-economic factors. 

In the latter, the professionals will look to study factors such as employment rate, level of health and 

education, wealth, household conditions and more (Agenda.ge, June 7, 2022). 

 Economy and Social Affairs 

12. Borjomi Workers on Strike 

Since May 31, somewhat 400 workers of Borjomi  Georgia’s Russian-owned mineral water giant, went 

on strike demanding the reinstatement of their 49 dismissed colleagues, the return of previous working 

conditions and 25% salary increase, among others. 

The workers of the #1 and #2 bottling factories are also demanding the payment of delayed salaries, 

the open-end contracts, forming a collective agreement, the ending of “blackmailing and threatening” 

against outspoken workers, as well as prosecution of the company administration members allegedly 

involved in latter instances. 

IDS Borjomi sacked 49 workers over failed remuneration negotiation earlier in May, a development 

following the indefinite suspension of production after its parent company got hit with international 

sanctions over Russia’s war in Ukraine (Civil.ge, June 2, 2022). 

13. Ambulance Workers Protest Low Wages 

Since May 27, ambulance workers have been organizing protest rallies demanding improved work 

conditions and a 100% rise in wages, with the next rally slated for June 7. 

As things stand now, the ambulance personnel work seven to eight 24-hour-long shifts per month, 

while their monthly remuneration is said to range from GEL 1200 (USD 400) to GEL 2000 (USD 665), 

depending on their position. 

The workers resorted to protest among others over the authorities’ decision to discontinue monthly 

supplements equal to 50% of their salaries, a measure initially introduced as part of the Government’s 

response during the COVID-19 pandemic. But the workers say they had been promised that following 

the pandemic, they would get a permanent 50% raise (Civil.ge, June 2, 2022).  

14. Infrastructure Minister: all cities in Georgia to have 24-hour water supply by 2025 

On June 2, Minister of Infrastructure and Regional Development, Irakli Karseladze announced that all 

cities” of the country would enjoy 24-hour water supply by 2025, with the Government spending GEL 9 

billion (about $3bln/€2.80bln) for the task. 

Karseladze said water supply would be improved for an additional 585,000 beneficiaries at 182 locations 

across Georgia under the ongoing projects, with 200,000 of the citizens having never had access to 

round-the-clock supply before (Agenda.ge, June 2, 2022). 

15. Georgia negotiating with European countries on legal employment of citizens 

On June 2, Georgian Government submitted a report to the Parliament that Georgia is negotiating with 

nine European countries to allow temporary legal employment of Georgian nationals. 

The document noted talks were ongoing with authorities in Portugal, Spain, Czhecia, Croatia, Cyprus, 

Hungary, Finland, Belgium and Greece, with draft agreements sent by Georgian officials for consideration 

(Agenda.ge, June 2, 2022). 

16. Georgian Business Turnover: 38.6 billion GEL, Employs 673’600 People 
The turnover received by the Georgian business sector increased by 33.2 percent compared to previous 
year and amounted to ₾38.6 billion (about $12.95bln/€12.05bln) in the first quarter of 2022, the latest 

https://www.interpressnews.ge/en/article/120200-guram-palavandishvili-and-several-other-persons-detained-at-rally-held-in-front-of-eu-delegation-office/
https://civil.ge/archives/493693
https://civil.ge/archives/493719
https://agenda.ge/en/news/2022/2081
https://agenda.ge/en/news/2022/2072
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data published by the National Statistic Office of Georgia said. The trade sector (including repair of 
motor vehicles and motorcycles) had the highest share (36.6 percent) in the total turnover in the 
business sector. 
Georgian businesses employed about 673,600 people in the first quarter of 2022, which is year-on-year 
8.2 percent increase, said Geostat. Out of the total number of employees, 42.8 percent were female 
and 57.2 percent were male. The majority of people (42.6 percent) worked in large businesses, 37 
percent were employed in small business, and the remaining 20.5 percent worked in medium-sized 
businesses, said the statistics office (June 3, 2022, GEOSTAT, Agenda.ge). 

17. Rosneft Quits Major Petroleum Firm Operating in Georgia 

On June 6, Civik.ge published an information that Russian state-owned gas and oil giant Rosneft has sold 

off the 49% stake in Petrocas Energy Group, a Cyprus-based major petroleum company that owns the 

Gulf gas station chain in Georgia and operates an oil terminal in the country’s key Black Sea port of Poti. 

The transaction closed on May 23, with the Petrocas Energy Group reporting that its Founding Managing 

Partner and Chief Executive Officer Ivane Nakaidze had taken over the shares. The majority stake in the 

company belongs to David Iakobashvili, a Russia-based tycoon, hailing from Tbilisi. 

As the deal — formalized on May 11 — closed, two of the Rosneft representatives in the Petrocas Energy 

Group also resigned from their posts. 

Rosneft’s withdrawal comes as the Russian state petroleum sector faces growing difficulties amid the 

fallout from the Western sanctions imposed on Russia over its full-scale invasion of Ukraine. The Russian 

oil giant had acquired the 49% stake in 2014 (Civil.ge, June 6, 2022). 

18. Borjomi Strike: Mediation Relaunched as Gov’t Expects Co-Ownership 

On June 6, the Ministry of Healthcare stepped up efforts to mediate between the striking workers and 

the management of IDS Borjomi Georgia, a local branch of the Russian-owned mineral water giant, as 

the Government expects to become a co-owner of the company next week. 

Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili announced today that the Economy Ministry’s negotiations with the Alfa 

Group — which holds a 60% stake in IDS Borjomi International, the parent company of the Georgian 

branch — have been “practically wrapped up.” He did not elaborate as to how much of the shares the 

Government will take over. 

In the wake of the news, the Health Ministry dispatched Labor Inspector Beka Peradze and mediator Ana 

Samsonidze to hold meetings with the company management and its workers, about 400 of which have 

been on a strike since May 31 (Civil.ge, June 6, 2022). 

19. Tourism Administration: 62.3% of pre-pandemic visits restored 

On June 6, National Tourism Administration of Georgia announced that Georgia hosted 359,238 

international travellers in May, posting a 49.7 percent recovery from the pre-pandemic 2019 figure and 

an increase of 228.5 percent year-on-year. 

The GNTA also revealed the number included 264,327 tourist visits - marking a 62.3 percent recovery for 

the same period of 2019 and a 173.9 percent increase compared to the same period of last year.  

In the first five months of 2022, international travellers made 1,180,034 visits in Georgia, an increase of 

257.8 percent compared to the same period of last year and a 39.5 percent recovery compared to 2019 

(GNTA.ge, June 6, 2022). 

20. Natia Turnava was elected a member of the Board of the National Bank 

On June 7, the Parliament of Georgia endorsed former Minister of Economy and Sustainable 

Development, Natia Turnava as a member of the board of the National Bank of Georgia. 80 MPs 

supported her, 9 were against. She worked on the post of the Economic Minister from April 2019 to 

February 2022 (On.ge, June 7, 2022). 

 Occupied Territories 

21. GID Co-Chairs Visit Sokhumi, Tskhinvali  
The Co-Chairs of the Geneva International Discussions (GID), European Union Special Representative 
for the South Caucasus and the Crisis in Georgia Toivo Klaar, UN Representative Ayşe Cihan Sultanoğlu, 

https://www.geostat.ge/ka/modules/categories/195/biznes-sektori
https://agenda.ge/en/news/2022/2093
https://civil.ge/archives/494557
https://civil.ge/archives/494598
https://gnta.ge/ge/may-statistics/
https://on.ge/story/105160-%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90%E1%83%97%E1%83%98%E1%83%90-%E1%83%97%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%90-%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%95%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98-%E1%83%91%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%99%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%91%E1%83%AD%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%AC%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90%E1%83%93-%E1%83%90%E1%83%98%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A9%E1%83%98%E1%83%94%E1%83%A1
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and OSCE Special Representative Viorel Moșanu have visited occupied Abkhazia and Tskhinvali 
Region/South Ossetia. In Sokhumi, the Co-Chairs on May 31 met deputy chief diplomat Irakli Tuzhba 
and deputy head of security service Zaal Khvartskia, Abkhaz so-called “foreign ministry” reported. It 
said that the Abkhaz authorities expressed their readiness to continue the work of the GID, postponed 
in March amid Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. A date for the 56th round of the GID has not yet been set, 
per the report. The sides also talked about the issue of resuming the Gali Incident Prevention and 
Response Mechanism (IPRM) meetings, suspended since June 2018 over the Otkhozoria-Tatunashvili 
list. 
Local RES news agency cited Kochiev (advisor to de facto leade Gagloev) is stressing the importance of 
the GID, arguing that “the very existence of this format allows maintaining stability in the region.” 
The Geneva International Discussions involve participants from Georgia, Russia, and the U.S., as well as 
members of both of the exiled Georgian administrations of Abkhazia and Tskhinvali Region, and the 
two regions’ Russian-backed authorities, in their personal capacities. The GID Co-Chairs said in a press 
release on May 30 that they had begun a round of consultations aiming to exchange views on recent 
developments related to security and humanitarian issues on the ground, and to focus on the timing 
and modalities of the next round. EU Special Representative Toivo Klaar has told Civil.ge that the Co-
Chairs had decided to postpone the 56th round — slated for March 29-30 — to “protect the process 
and to avoid a situation where the international environment, in particular the war in Ukraine, would 
negatively affect the proceedings of the round itself and thereby of the GID as a whole.” (June 4, 2022, 
De facto “MFA” of Occupied Abkhazia website, Civil.ge) 

22. Controversy as Russian Anchor Claims Gagloev Serves Georgian, U.S. Interests 

On May 31, Russian anchor Sergey Karnaukhov made controversial remarks during his own Karnaukhov 

Labyrinth program at Solovyov Live TV, often characterized as the mouthpiece of Kremlin propaganda. 

Sergey Karnaukhov has stirred controversy in Tskhinvali Region/South Ossetia after accusing the 

occupied region’s new leader Alan Gagloev of standing up for the interests of Georgia and the U.S. 

The Russian anchor also lambasted Gagloev for suspending the referendum on Russian annexation, set 

by his predecessor Anatoly Bibilov. “If in two or three days the president of South Ossetia does not explain 

what his refusal to join Russia means, this will cause mass unrest in South Ossetia.” 

Karnaukhov, now a TV personality, earlier served as Vice-Governor of Kirov and Kaliningrad Oblasts. He 

was reportedly one of the initiators of the Kirovles case against opposition leader Alexei Navalny. 

Tskhinvali KGB Reacts 

On June 3, Russian-controlled security committee (KGB) of Tskhinvali reacted to the accusations with 

dismay, saying the “statement is not only untrue but runs counter to the allied relations between South 

Ossetia and Russia.” 

In the statement the KGB said it possesses no information on Gagloev’s ties with Georgian or foreign 

secret services, adding that Gagloev started his career in the S. Ossetian security services. (smotrim.ru, 

May 31, 2022) 

Security & Foreign Policy 
23. Georgia’s Vice PM, Parliament Speaker Hit Out at EPP 

On May 30, European People’s Party published a statement on Georgia  voicing concern over the 

“trend of democratic backsliding in Georgia,” adding that “the country’s informal, oligarchic rule has 

undermined good governance and resulted in the continued erosion of democratic institutions.” 

Besides, it had criticized the “conviction, arrest, and subsequent inhuman, degrading treatment” of ex-

President Saakashvili and the imprisonment of government-critical Mtavari Arkhi TV chief Nika Gvaramia. 

On June 1, Georgia’s Culture Minister, Vice Prime Minister Tea Tsulukiani and Parliament Speaker 

Shalva Papuashvili have hit out at the European People’s Party (EPP), after its Political Assembly 

adopted a critical statement suggested by the United National Movement, and retained an honorary 

seat to imprisoned ex-President Mikheil Saakashvili at the May 31-June 1 congress. 

http://mfaapsny.org/en/allnews/news/geneva-discussions/o-vstreche-s-sopredsedatelyami-mezhdunarodnykh-zhenevskikh-diskussiy/
https://civil.ge/archives/493658
https://cominf.org/node/1166543933
https://smotrim.ru/video/2418798
https://www.epp.eu/papers/epp-statement-on-georgia
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Minister Tsulukiani said that the EPP was among several groups whose “key goal” is for Georgia “as a 

country and a nation to be unsuccessful on the path toward Europe” and not to receive the status of an 

EU membership candidate. 

“The EPP still believes [Saakashvili] to be a big democrat, all the while this person raided the people on 

Rustaveli Avenue…” Minister Tsulukiani claimed, referring to the abuse of power charges against the ex-

President in the 2007 anti-government protests case. 

Meanwhile, Parliament Speaker Shalva Papuashvili in his criticism of the EPP appealed to Saakashvili’s 

conviction over pardoning the former Interior Ministry officials sentenced in the high-profile murder case 

of Sandro Girgvliani (Civil.ge, June 2, 2022). 

24. President Sees No Logic Behind GD Remarks on MEPs 

On June 2, President Zourabichvili hosted journalist of Palitra TV in the Presidential Palace and talked 

about important topics of the past several months. This was the first interview of President Zourabichvili 

with Georgian media outlets during past one year. 

She  has criticized the ruling Georgian Dream party for making “a bit incomprehensible statements 

sometimes about MEPs and sometimes about Europe,” as the country awaits the European 

Commission’s opinion on its membership bid and the EU’s subsequent decision on candidacy. “Many 

things could have been done differently. The rhetoric could have been different, that is what I am sure 

of,” – added Zourabichvili. President said that she does not understand the logic of  GD officials’ scathing 

remarks about MEPs who have found fault with the state of democracy and rule of law in Georgia. “First 

of all, some things shall not be said [by GD members] because it is a matter of politeness, and then there 

is the timeliness of all of it.” 

President Zurabishvili said she hopes that when it comes down to a “political decision” on candidacy on 

part of the European Council “the geopolitical situation will be considered, not only the mistakes… but 

the situation Georgia [is in] today, the fact that the population is completely oriented toward Europe, 

that we have come a long way.” 

“On such a long path, only statements or mistakes of this final year should not be decisive,” the 

President argued. 

“I do not think that they will cast us out,” she continued, adding “I believe that despite our many mistakes 

— be it in words or in deeds — the decision will be taken on a higher level and more far-sighted.” (Palitra 

TV, June 2, 2022) 

25. EP Political Group Leaders to Back EU Candidacy for Georgia, Moldova, Ukraine 

On June 7, A draft statement by the Political Group leaders of the European Parliament, unveiled by 

Rikard Jozwiak, RFE/RL’s Europe Editor, reads the leaders appealing the heads of state and governments 

of Member States to grant EU candidate status to Ukraine, Moldova, and Georgia. 

In the draft statement, which per Jozwiak may change before official publication, Political Group leaders 

note that “the shifting geopolitical plates requires action on our part. By doing so we will be true to our 

principles and values.” 

It stresses that “Ukrainians, whose motherland is under a brutal attack, but also Moldovans and Georgians 

who seek a brighter future, await a signal that their place is in the European family.” (Rikard Jozwiak’s 

Twitter, June 7, 2022) 

 

 Georgian Officials meetings with International Partners During May 25-June 1 

Georgian official Location Occasion Date 

FM Ilia Darchiashvili Brussels Held meetings with the members of European Parliament. June 2 

PM Irakli Garibashvili Bratislava Attended  annual Bratislava Global Security Forum (GLOBSEC). June 2 

President Salome 

Zourabichvili 

Rome Held a meeting with the Italian counterpart  President Sergio Mattarella 

to discuss Georgia’s EU membership bid and Russia’s aggression against 

Ukraine. 

June 7 

https://civil.ge/archives/493801
https://www.facebook.com/tvpalitranews/videos/766439457865668
https://www.facebook.com/tvpalitranews/videos/766439457865668
https://twitter.com/RikardJozwiak/status/1534087158721662976?s=20&t=W9vYYJzRUmtQe8qJfyPy2A
https://twitter.com/RikardJozwiak/status/1534087158721662976?s=20&t=W9vYYJzRUmtQe8qJfyPy2A

